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System shapeSystem power

Main drainage Emergency drainage

Gravity flow Siphonic flow

powerful siphonic flow

no calculation

necessary 

LX-specificaton sheet

in every Box
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WERBES BOX S2

LORO-X BOX Scupper-Roof draiage systems

Advantages

LORO-X BOX Scupper-Roof drainage systems

Advantages of the 6 Star optimization

safe:
LX-specification sheet for the defined system shape with LORO-X head-

discharge curve in every LORO-X BOX.

strong:
Pressure resistant, unbreakable, shockproof, backlock secure, resistant

against weather and UV-radiation. LORO-X Systems are the prober 

decision for every flat roof drainage in front of the facade.

silent:
The patented LORO-X Suction hat smoothes the flow and makes a quiet

absorption of the rainwater possible. With the pipes outside the building,

you will not hear any flowing inside the building.

swiftly:
With powerful siphonic flow the water can be pulled from the roof through

the parapet. The easy to install LORO-X push-fit socket makes the 

installation as fast as possible.

roomsaving:
No breaks through the roof, not pipes inside the building, less drainage

points with stronger flow. With the small diameters, it is possible to hide the

downpipe behind the facade.

moneysaving:
Small diameters and less downpipes save money for the material. Easy to

plan and nstall complete systems save time and money during planning

and installation.

In addition to the LORO-X BOX you only need the LORO-X downpipe that can be ordered very easy with the order-form

that is included in every LORO-X BOX. The specification sheet for every system with the related LORO-X head-discharge

curve is also included in every LORO-XBOX.

...with proof of

performance

Please use included 

Order Form

The draft connection         between downpipe and drain allows a controlled 

suction of the water from the roof into the ground pipe. The rainwater is collected

onthe roof into the LORO-Xroof drain with the patented suction hat and from the drain

into the downpipe. This draft connection can only occur in a complete system. Drain

and downpipe belong together like a horse and a cart. The stronger the controlled

draft connection is, the more water can be pulled from the roof.

With every LORO-X BOX you get all the parts regarding to the system that are

necessary to develop the desired draft connection and to reach the power that is

shown in the LORO-X head-discharge curve.

Ready to build in, to take away. 

to take away

The LORO-X Box included

drain, fittings, sealing elements 

and lubricant for direct installation

Content

delivered to your building site

LORO-X downpipe

with additional sealing elements 

and clamps at desired date

Complete LORO-X Scupper 

roof drainage system


